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Veteran Hong Kong actor Anthony
Wong took top honors at Taiwan’s
Golden Horse Awards while a

Chinese short film won for the first time
since Beijing shunned the event due to
political tensions. Dubbed the Chinese-
language Oscars, the Golden Horse
awards took place for the fourth straight
year without most of the Chinese and
Hong Kong A-listers who used to walk
the red carpet in Taipei. Beijing officially
boycotted the event in 2019 after a
Taiwanese director advocated for the
island’s independence in an acceptance
speech the year before.

China claims self-ruled democratic
Taiwan as part of its territory and has
long blacklisted its entertainers over
any perceived support for independ-
ence. Wong was reportedly declared
persona non grata by Chinese authori-
ties for backing Hong Kong’s 2014 pro-
democracy Umbrella Movement and a
supporter of the city’s independence,
which he denied.

He won the award for best actor-his
first prize on his third nomination-for
playing a Hong Kong taxi driver helping
a Pakistani refugee boy in “The Sunny
Side of the Street”. “I think new direc-
tors bring me luck and I should only

work with new directors for my future
films,” Wong joked at the ceremony as
the crowd erupted into laughter.

He was referring to Malaysia’s Lau
Kok-rui, who won the awards for best
new director and best original screen-
play. “The Sunny Side of the Street”
was among seven Hong Kong films in
the running this year in a strong show-
ing for the semi-autonomous Chinese
territory. Five Chinese independent
films were also contending, although
there was still no submission of a fea-
ture-length film or major commercial
release. Chinese director Huang
Shuli’s documentary short film “Will

you Look at Me” was the only work
from the mainland that bagged a prize.
“There are so many fears in the
world... but I believe love can conquer
fear,” Huang said in a rare appearance
by a Chinese filmmaker at the ceremo-
ny. “I hope everyone can keep making
(films), and face the world and face
yourself honestly”.

There were only two nominations
from China in both 2020 and 2021 in
the best documentary and animated
short film categories, but no winners.
Huang’s film, about a conversation with
his mother on acceptance of his homo-
sexuality, was a Queer Palm best short

film winner at the Cannes Film Festival.
“Coo-Coo 043”, depicting Taiwan’s
pigeon racing, took best picture and
Indigenous Taiwanese Laha Mebow
won best director for her family drama
“Gaga”. Veteran Taiwanese director-
actor Sylvia Chang was crowned best
actress for her role in Hong Kong social
drama “A Light Never Goes Out”. Hong
Kong crime thriller “Limbo” led the pack
with 14 nominations but walked away
with only four technical awards.—AFP

Freud centenary
exhibit reunites artist
with closest friends

British artists Lucian Freud and
Francis Bacon were friends for
decades before a bitter falling out.

Now a new exhibition explores the pair’s
friendship with two other influential
painters with whom they shared models,
rivalries and a belief in portraiture in 1950s
and 60s London. Freud’s first wife
Caroline Blackwood famously said of
Bacon that he came over for dinner “near-
ly every night for more or less the whole of
my marriage to Lucian”. “We also had
lunch,” she added. But while their friend-
ship is well documented, the lesser known
relationship the pair had with two other
artists-Frank Auerbach and Michael
Andrews-was equally important, said exhi-
bition curator Richard Calvocoressi.

The four friends and rivals sat for and
painted one another and hung out togeth-
er in central London’s Soho district. Freud
and Auerbach also shared a common his-
tory, having both fled Nazi Germany as
children. “Friends and Relations”, which
opens on Thursday at central London’s
Gagosian gallery and runs until January
28, was inspired by a famous black and
white photograph taken of the four artists
in 1963 by John Deakin.

‘Radical artists’ 
The men are pictured along with the

much younger painter Timothy Behrens in

a Soho restaurant. “I thought it would be
interesting to look at him (Freud) in the
context of these close friends,”
Calvocoressi told AFP. The four painters
“were seeing a lot of each other in the
1950s and 1960s. They, very unfashion-
ably at the time, held out for figurative art...
at a time when abstract art was all the
fashion. “I think they found the conventions
of representational painting tired and in
need of rejuvenating and refreshing and
that’s what they did, and over the course of
half a century-they stuck to the human fig-
ure as the core subject in their art,” he said.

A highlight of the exhibition is the group
portrait “The Colony Room I” by Andrews

depicting Freud, Bacon and artist’s model
Henrietta Moraes among others at the sto-
ried drinking club that was a favorite haunt.
Calvocoressi said that Soho and the British
capital, where each made their home, was
another theme running through the exhibi-
tion, with works such as the rubbish-strewn
view from Freud’s studio and a painting of
Primrose Hill by Auerbach.

The exhibition features more than 40
paintings gathered from private and public
collections, including many of the artists’
portraits of one another.

Calvocoressi said the quartet “sparked
off each other” and were “the most radical”
of their generation of artists.

‘Sensitive works’
“They talked endlessly about art... they

formed a sort of distinct group” at a time
when people were turning to other artistic
movements such as pop, conceptual and
minimalist art, he said. “I think after the last
war... and the revelations of all that hap-
pened in Nazi occupied Europe and the
death camps, a lot of painters lost faith in
humanity and painting. “How do you paint
a human being again after he or she has
committed something like that?”

But the four London painters “stuck to
their interest in the human form”, he said.
“Relations” featured in the exhibition
include spouses, lovers, models, children

and parents. “Naked Portrait on a Red
Sofa” meanwhile shows Freud’s fashion
designer daughter Bella. The work paint-
ed in 1989/91 when Bella was in her late
twenties was described by his friend, the
photographer Bruce Bernard, as one of
his “most audacious and sensitive
works”. Of the four artists, only
Auerbach, now 91, is still alive. Bacon
died in 1992, Andrews in 1995 and Freud
in 2011. Auerbach is still painting and
during the pandemic, deprived of sitters,
turned to self portraits. — AFP 

A gallery assistant poses next to “Reflection (self-portrait)” by Lucian
Freud displayed at the “Friends and Relations: Lucian Freud, Francis
Bacon, Frank Auerbach, Michael Andrews” exhibition at Gagosian Gallery
in London. 

A gallery assistant poses next to “Self Portrait” by Frank Auerbach dis-
played at the “Friends and Relations: Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Frank
Auerbach, Michael Andrews” exhibition at Gagosian Gallery in London.

A gallery assistant poses next to “Head of a Man” by Francis Bacon dis-
played at the “Friends and Relations: Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Frank
Auerbach, Michael Andrews” exhibition at Gagosian Gallery in London. 

Taiwanese actress Sylvia Chang and Actor Anthony Wong of Hong Kong pose for pictures
after winning the Best Leading Actress award with the film “A Light Never Goes Out” and
the Best Leading Actor award with film “The Sunny Side of the Street” at the 59th Golden
Horse Film Awards in Taipei . — AFP photos

Malaysian director Lau Kok-rui poses for pictures after winning the Best Original
Screenplay and the Best New Director awards.

Taiwanese cinematographer Lai Cheng-
ying poses with the trophy after winning
the Lifetime Achievement Award.

Taiwanese director Lana Mebow poses for
pictures after winning the Best Director
award with her film “Gaga”.

Taiwanese actress Pagaw Piling poses
with her trophy after winning the Best
Supporting Actress.

Taiwanese actor Berant Zhu poses with the
trophy after winning the Best Supporting
Actor.

Taiwanese actor Hu Jhih-ciang jumps to
celebrate after winning the Best New
Performer.

A gallery assistant poses next to “The Colony Room I” by Michael Andrews displayed at
the “Friends and Relations: Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Frank Auerbach, Michael
Andrews” exhibition at Gagosian Gallery in London. — AFP photos

Curator Richard Calvocoressi poses in front of a picture by John Deakin of painters (from
left to right) Timothy Behrens, Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Frank Auerbach and Michael
Andrews at Wheelers Restaurant in London in 1963 displayed at the “Friends and
Relations: Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Frank Auerbach, Michael Andrews” exhibition at
Gagosian Gallery in London.

Japanese actress Hitomi Kuroki poses as
she arrives at the 59th Golden Horse Film
Awards.


